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Order type, matching logic and operational summary
Deutsche Bank’s Systematic Internaliser (“SI”) are the collective systems / trading applications that allow
bilateral trading between clients and Deutsche Bank (“DB”).
SI liquidity may originate from multiple principal activities including hedging. Agency style client orders
wishing to interact with the SI will be allowed only as ‘liquidity takers’.
When interacting with DB’s SI, the originator of principal quote has no visibility over other orders, nor
last- look option. Existing principal quotes within the SI are considered firm and are automatically executed
against client orders, where a match is possible.
The Principal party is only notified the execution parameters of the trade; i.e. price, quantity and time of
execution. It has no knowledge of any unexecuted trades or any further detail such as the unexecuted
residual of a partially filled order.

Order types

SI supports the following order types and order parameters. All
trades print at or inside the European Best Bid and Offer (“EBBO”).

Market data

Our source of EBBO is internal aggregation of primary and MTF
market data.

Matching permissions
Order Type

Description

Electronic trading clients can opt out from interacting with any or
all sources of SI liquidity.

Market Order

Order will match at any price

Matching price

Limit Order

Order will match at the limit or better. SI
will accept limit orders aligned with tick size
applicable to primary market.

Pegged Order

Market: far touch or better
Mid-point: (Bid+Offer)/2 or better
Primary: near touch

Parameter

Description

Minimum
Execution
Size (MES)

Minimum size the client expects to get filled
from SI. If order size is smaller than specified
MES, the value automatically reduces to the
order size. If client executes against
several concurrent SI quotes, MES will be
continuously reduced to not to exceed the
order leaves quantity.
SI would only provide executions in excess
of Standard Market Size (SMS) for liquid
securities in MiFID II-relevant markets.

Time-In-Force

IOC: Immediate or Cancel. The order will
match with eligible resting contraside
positions and cancel back the balance.

Execution Excellence

All trades are executed at or inside the EBBO. The SI will enable
executions during continuous trading phase of each instrument on
the primary market.

Technical Summary

Market Identifier Code (MIC)
Last Market for SI executions is indicated by registered MIC
‘DBES’, allowing clear differentiation from external venues.
Latency
The median roundtrip latency for accessing the SI from the SOR in
the same site is ~55 microseconds. Additional network latency will
be incurred when the client order is being processed in a SOR that
is running in a different site to the SI.
SI location
In the normal course of business, the SI for a given market runs
in either Equinix LD4 or LSE Exchange CoLo. In order to provide
resilience to failure or improved execution for clients, the SI engine
for a market may be moved between the sites from time to time.
Order entry protocol
Currently clients can only connect to the SI via our algorithmic
trading solutions.
Trade reporting
All SI executions are published via DB’s Approved Publication
Arrangement (APA) CBOE Europe.
Quote publication
SI quotes are published via via DB’s APA, CBOE Europe.
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Contacts:
European Execution Desk:
+44 (0)207 547 2022
autobahnequity.emea@list.db.com

US Execution Desk:
+1 212 250 3988
autobahnequity.us@list.db.com

Asia Pacific Execution Desk:
+852 2203 6028
autobahnequity.apac@list.db.com

Japan Execution Desk:
+813 5156 6642

Australia Execution Desk:
+61 2 8258 2862

Autobahn
Autobahn Equity is part of Deutsche Bank’s electronic trading platform, providing you with access to execution solutions in all major
equities markets. Autobahn trading is available in both lit and alternative venues via our flexible suite of algorithms or direct market
access (DMA) and both are supported by robust risk controls. Detailed market knowledge and algorithmic trading expertise are
provided by our dedicated coverage team.

Further information:
Support:

Europe: +44 207 545 3448

US: +1 212 250 7034

Asia (ex Japan): +852 2203 7700

Japan: +813 5156 6642

Website:

autobahn.db.com/equity
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Quantitative models, processes and parameters are subject to amendment, modification, adjustment and correction at Deutsche Bank’s discretion, and may incorporate Deutsche Bank’s qualitative
judgment. Deutsche Bank will from time-to-time run or update such models at its discretion. Clients are responsible for making their own determination as to the suitability and appropriateness of
such models for their investment objectives.
This document is intended for discussion purposes only and does not create any legally binding obligations on the part of Deutsche Bank AG and/or its affiliates (“DB”). Without limitation, this
document does not constitute an offer, an invitation to offer or a recommendation to enter into any transaction. It does not constitute a recommendation or endorsement by DB of any investment,
trading strategy or algorithm and should not be relied upon by you to make a determination as to whether or not to invest or to use any strategy or algorithm. When making an investment decision,
you should rely solely on any specific final documentation relating to a transaction and not the summary contained herein. DB is not acting as your legal, financial, tax or accounting adviser or in
any other fiduciary capacity with respect to any proposed transaction mentioned herein. This document does not constitute the provision of investment advice and is not intended to do so, but
is intended to be general information. Any product(s) or proposed transaction(s) mentioned herein may not be appropriate for all investors and before entering into any transaction you should
take steps to ensure that you fully understand the transaction and have made an independent assessment of the appropriateness of the transaction in the light of your own objectives, needs and
circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits of entering into such transaction. For general information regarding the nature and risks of the proposed transaction and types of financial
instruments please go to www.globalmarkets.db.com/riskdisclosures. You should also consider seeking advice from your own advisers in making any assessment on the basis of this document.
If you decide to enter into a transaction with DB, you do so in reliance on your own judgment. The information contained in this document is based on material we believe to be reliable; however,
we do not represent that it is accurate, current, complete, or error free. Assumptions, estimates and opinions contained in this document constitute our judgment as of the date of the document
and are subject to change without notice. Any projections are based on a number of assumptions as to market conditions and there can be no guarantee that any projected results will be achieved.
Past performance does not guarantee or predict future results. This material was prepared by a Sales or Trading function within DB, and was not produced, reviewed or edited by the Research
Department. Any opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions expressed by other DB departments including the Research Department. Sales and Trading functions are subject to
additional potential conflicts of interest which the Research Department does not face. DB may engage in transactions in a manner inconsistent with the views discussed herein. DB trades or
may trade as principal in the instruments (or related derivatives), and may have proprietary positions in the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein. DB may make a market in the
instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein. Sales and Trading personnel are compensated in part based on the volume of transactions effected by them. DB seeks to transact business
on an arm’s length basis with sophisticated investors capable of independently evaluating the merits and risks of each transaction, with investors who make their own decision regarding those
transactions. The distribution of this document and availability of these products and services in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. You may not distribute this document, in whole or in
part, without our express written permission. DB SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER LOSSES OR DAMAGES INCLUDING LOSS
OF PROFITS INCURRED BY YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY THAT MAY ARISE FROM ANY RELIANCE ON THIS DOCUMENT OR FOR THE RELIABILITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS OR TIMELINESS
THEREOF. Deutsche Bank AG is authorised under German Banking Law (competent authority: European Central Bank) and, in the United Kingdom, by the Prudential Regulation Authority. It is
subject to supervision by the European Central Bank and by BaFin, Germany’s Federal Financial Supervisory Authority, and is subject to limited regulation in the United Kingdom by the Prudential
Regulation Authority and Financial Conduct Authority. Deutsche Bank AG (“the Bank”) is a joint stock corporation incorporated with limited liability in the Federal Republic of Germany. It is
registered in the Commercial Register of the District Court, Frankfurt am Main under number HRB 30 000. The Bank is authorized under German Banking Law (competent authorities: European
Central Bank and the BaFin, Germany’s Federal Financial Supervisory Authority) and, in the United Kingdom, by the Prudential Regulation Authority (“PRA”). It is subject to supervision by the
European Central Bank and by the BaFin, and is subject to limited regulation in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority under firm reference
number 150018. Details about the extent of the Bank’s authorization and regulation by the PRA, and its regulation by the FCA, are available from the Bank on request. The Bank is registered as
a foreign company in the register of companies for England and Wales (registration number FC007615). Under its European Passport, the Bank carries on banking and investment services in the
United Kingdom through Deutsche Bank AG, London Branch (“London Branch”) and is also authorized to provide such services into the United Kingdom from Germany and from its other EEA
branches. Deutsche Bank AG, London Branch is registered as a branch in the register of companies for England and Wales (registration number BR000005). Its registered address is Winchester
House, 1 Great Winchester Street, London EC2N 2DB. In addition to its above authorizations, the Bank is authorized by the FCA to carry on investment services in precious metals. London Branch
is listed as a member firm of the London Stock Exchange.
In the US this document is approved and or distributed by Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., a member of the NYSE, FINRA, NFA and SIPC. IN AUSTRALIA: Deutsche Bank holds an Australian financial
services licence (AFSL 238153). In SAUDI ARABIA: Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia (“DSSA”) is regulated by CMA under authorization no. 07073-37. DSSA is located on the 17th floor, Al-Faisalia
Tower, Riyadh. Tel. +966-1-273-9700 / Fax +966-1-273-9777”. IN DUBAI: This information has been provided to you by Deutsche Bank AG Dubai (DIFC) branch, an Authorised Firm regulated by the
Dubai Financial Services Authority. It is solely directed at Market Counterparties or Professional Clients which meets the regulatory criteria as established by the Dubai Financial Services Authority
and may not be delivered to or acted upon by any other person. In MALAYSIA: This document is distributed in Malaysia by Deutsche Bank (Malaysia) Berhad. In JAPAN: This document is prepared
by Deutsche Bank AG London Branch and is distributed in Japan by Deutsche Securities Inc. (“DSI”).

